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If Zhu Ling doesn’t know how to fuse the ultimate fire, she has to go see the old sect 
master! 

Elder Yu has received the money, so he must do things for him! 

“In fact, if I find a way, I can also let you see the old sect master, but the old sect master 
suffers from a serious illness and is often crazy, so if you go to see him, it will be 
useless if you can’t catch up with the old sect master to wake up.” 

Elder Yu glanced at David and told the truth with David! 

“What? The old sect master is crazy?” David’s face was full of surprise! 

Isn’t this fu**ing pit for himself? 

If he had said that the old sect master was crazy earlier, David might not have come! So 
many 

resources and money were spent! 

“You don’t have to worry, the old sect master is not always crazy, but sometimes he is 
crazy, and I don’t know why, it suddenly became like this. It is because of this reason 
that the old sect master was forced to retire and let Huo Yuanting be the acting sect 
master.” 

Seeing David’s expression, Elder Yu hurriedly explained! 

Wei Qing on the side was very puzzled. Why did the master explain with the 
apprentice? 

Could it be??? 

Wei Qing glanced at Elder Yu and David, and probably guessed something! 

Judging from David’s generosity, he probably spent a lot of money on Elder Yu to let 
Elder Yu bring him into the Zi Yan Sect! 

“Acting Sect Master? Isn’t Huo Yuanting the real leader?” 



David asked curiously! 

“Of course not, the real Sect Master needs the Divine Fire Seal to recognize him, and 
now Huo Yuanting doesn’t have the Divine Fire Seal.” 

“Before the old Sect Master went crazy, there seemed to be signs, so the Divine Fire 
Seal was placed in the Divine Fire Mountain in advance. Now that the Divine Fire 
Mountain is not opened, Huo Yuanting can’t get the Divine Fire Seal.” 

“We have always suspected that the old Sect Master’s illness is related to Huo 
Yuanting, but there is no evidence, so it’s hard to say anything!” 

Elder Yu explained in detail! 

“Divine Fire Seal? Divine Fire Mountain? What are these? 
“And it’s a desert here, and there are no mountains?” 

David said very puzzled! 

Elder Yu smiled and said, “You will know when the God Mountain Fire is opened.” 

“But after the old master went crazy, only Elder Cui could use the array to open the God 
Mountain Fire. Elder Cui is selfless and upright, and will not open it easily.” 

“Otherwise, Huo Yuanting would have asked Elder Cui to open the God Mountain Fire 
and seize the God Fire Seal.” 

David didn’t expect that the Purple Flame Sect had so many secrets! 

“Can anyone who gets the God Fire Seal become the leader of the Purple Flame Sect?” 

David asked! 

“Of course not, you must let the God Fire Seal recognize the master. If you want to 
become the leader of the Purple Flame Sect, in addition to getting the God Fire Seal, 
you must also have the two kinds of fire of the Purple Flame Sect. This condition alone 
makes many people unqualified. You must know that many elders have not mastered 
the top-secret fire.” 

“Having two kinds of fire, you must also make the God Fire Seal recognize the master. 
As for the method of recognizing the master, this is even more confidential. I don’t 
know. What do you think others can do with the God Fire Seal?” 

Elder Yu said. 



Wei Qing was very surprised when he heard the conversation between David and Elder 
Yu, because there were many things that even he, the deacon disciple, didn’t know! 

It was the secret of Ziyan Sect, but now Elder Yu told David everything! 

It can be seen that David gave Elder Yu enough benefits! 

“So, only Huo Yuanting can become the sect master if he gets the Divine Fire Seal?” 

After all, Huo Yuanting is the sect master now, and he also knows the secret fire. As for 
making the Divine Fire Seal recognize the master, I believe he also knows! 

“That’s not necessarily the case. The daughter of the old sect master, your senior sister 
Zhu Ling is also qualified, but now Zhu Ling lacks strength, so she has been practicing 
and doesn’t see people easily.” 

“Especially after the old sect master went crazy, Zhu Ling became more diligent and 
soaked in the spirit pool all day. If it weren’t for my identity, you wouldn’t even think of 
seeing her.” 

Elder Yu said! 
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“Spiritual Pond?” 

David frowned. Why did he suddenly have a bad feeling? 

“What’s wrong?” Elder Yu saw that David’s expression was wrong, so he asked! 

“Oh, nothing!” David hurriedly shook his head! 

However, looking at the familiar building and the increasingly rich spiritual energy, David 
began to feel a little uneasy! 

“It won’t be such a coincidence?” 

David prayed in his heart, don’t let it be such a coincidence, this Zhu Ling is the girl who 
was seen naked by him last night! 

Soon, Elder Yu brought David and the others to Zhu Ling’s courtyard. Looking at the 
yard in front of him, David was speechless! 



“Master, is this the courtyard of Senior Sister Zhu Ling?” 

David asked! 

“Yes, in the entire Ziyan Sect, only your Senior Sister Zhu Ling’s courtyard has a 
spiritual pond!” 

Elder Yu nodded and said! 

“This…” David was stunned, and didn’t know what to do for a while! 

He met Senior Sister Zhu Ling later, how should he explain it? 

He ran to someone else’s courtyard in the middle of the night, took off his clothes to 
take a bath, and saw everyone naked! 

The main thing is why there is no one guarding it? 

And the door is still open! 

Just when David didn’t know what to do, the door of the courtyard was opened, and two 
female cultivators who looked exactly the same came out! 

“You two, I made an appointment with the eldest lady and came to see her today.” 

Elder Yu was very polite to the guards of Zhu Ling’s courtyard! 

“Elder Yu, come in, Senior Sister Zhu Ling has been waiting for a while.” 

The two people led Elder Yu and the others in very readily! 

Looking at the furnishings in the courtyard and the spiritual pool that was emitting 
spiritual energy, David was overwhelmed! 

“Junior brother, you must be mentally prepared. Senior Sister Zhu Ling is very beautiful. 
Many male cultivators who saw her for the first time had nosebleeds!” 

Wei Qing reminded David! 

“Not to the point of having a nosebleed!” 

David felt it was a bit too exaggerated! 
Last night, he saw Zhu Ling naked. Although he was also very excited and a little 
impatient, he didn’t have a nosebleed! 

“Don’t disbelieve me. You will know what a fairy is after you see her.” 



Wei Qing was very excited! 

David smiled faintly. If he told others that he had seen Zhu Ling naked, he didn’t know 
what Wei Qing’s expression would be! 

He lowered his head and followed Elder Yu behind! 

After entering a room, the two guards closed the door very considerately! 

Zhu Ling was sitting on a chair in a white dress. Her white and smooth skin was like a 
boiled egg that had just been peeled! 

“Zhu Ling greets Elder Yu…” 

Seeing Elder Yu, Zhu Ling hurriedly stood up and saluted! 

“Miss, you must not do this. You are embarrassing me.” 

Elder Yu saw this and said hurriedly! 

“Elder Yu, my father has retired and is no longer the master of the sect, so you don’t 
have to call me Miss. Just call me Zhu Ling.” 

Zhu Ling said! 

“I will always be the old master’s subordinate, and I will always be loyal to him, no 
matter if he is not the master of Ziyanmen.” 

Elder Yu said with a serious face! 

Zhu Ling was very moved. She was able to meet Elder Yu because of his loyalty! 

“Elder Yu, the next two are…” 

Zhu Ling looked at David and Wei Qing! 

But David lowered his head and did not see David’s face! 

“This is my eldest disciple Wei Qing, who is now a deacon disciple.” 

Elder Yu pointed at Wei Qing and said! 

“Wei Qing greets Senior Sister Zhu Ling!” 

Wei Qing hurried forward. Looking at Zhu Ling’s stunning appearance, Wei Qing 
seemed very flustered and didn’t know where to look! 



While speaking, blood suddenly spurted out of Wei Qing’s nose! 

“Hehehe…” 

Seeing Wei Qing like that, Zhu Ling covered her mouth and laughed! 
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Wei Qing hurriedly covered his nose, his expression was very embarrassed! 

Elder Yu also said with shame on his face: “You useless thing, go out and clean it up 
quickly…” 

Wei Qing hurriedly ran out to clean it up! 

“This is my new disciple Cheng Ping!” 

Elder Yu pointed at David and said! 

Zhu Ling looked at David and found that David actually lowered his head, and his 
appearance could not be seen at all! 

“Why is this little junior brother so shy that he dare not raise his head?” 

Zhu Ling asked curiously! 

“Raise your head, how can you talk to the eldest lady like this?” 

Elder Yu hurriedly hit David! 

Seeing this, David could only grit his teeth and raise his head! 

“Senior Sister Zhu Ling, hello…” 

David smiled at Zhu Ling! 

After seeing David, Zhu Ling was stunned for a moment, and then anger burst out 
instantly! 

“It turns out that you are a big pervert, I will beat you to death…” 

After speaking, Zhu Ling slapped David with one palm! 



David was startled and hurriedly ran out. Before Elder Yu could react, Zhu Ling chased 
him out! 

“Don’t run, I will kill you!” 

Zhu Ling roared! 

Wei Qing was cleaning up outside and had no idea what was going on. He saw David 
running out and Zhu Ling chasing him! 

At this time, Elder Yu reacted and hurriedly chased out and stopped Zhu Ling! 

“Miss, what is going on? Do you two know each other?” 

Elder Yu asked! 

“Elder Yu, your new apprentice is not of good character. Ask him what’s wrong.” 

Zhu Ling said angrily! 

Elder Yu looked puzzled and looked at David and said, “Tell me, how did you offend 
Senior Sister Zhu Ling?” 
David was embarrassed and could only tell the truth: “I accidentally saw Senior Sister 
Zhu Ling taking a bath last night…” 

“What?” 

Elder Yu and Wei Qing were shocked at the same time! 

Especially Wei Qing, his face was full of shock and envy! 

To see Senior Sister Zhu Ling taking a bath, he would be willing to reduce his life by a 
hundred years! 

“Tell me the truth, did you only see me taking a bath?” 

“It’s obvious that you want to do something bad to me!” 

Zhu Ling glared at David! 

“It’s definitely a misunderstanding!” David’s face was full of grievances: “I was just 
wandering around last night, and when I got here, I felt that there was a trace of fairy 
spirit mixed in the spiritual energy, so I came in by some strange coincidence.” “ 



There was no one guarding the door, and the door was not closed. I saw that the 
spiritual pool was good, and there was no one yet, so I took off all my clothes and 
jumped in!” 

“Who would have thought that Senior Sister Zhu Ling was also in the spiritual pool.” 

“But Senior Sister also saw me naked, we can be regarded as seeing each other, so 
Senior Sister can’t be considered to be at a disadvantage.” 

After hearing what David said, Zhu Ling was almost angry to death! 

Wei Qing’s eyes widened, his whole body trembling with envy, and he said: “Junior 
brother, you…you actually followed Senior Sister Zhu Ling and stripped naked in a spirit 
pool?” 

“Oh my God, if it were me, I would be willing to die…” 

After Wei Qing finished speaking, he suddenly felt that he had said something wrong, 
and he was so scared that he quickly closed his mouth! 

Elder Yu was helpless. He was sure that David did not mean it. After all, David came to 
learn the art of fire fusion. How could he secretly come to see Zhu Ling taking a bath in 
the middle of the night! 

“Miss, I think there must be a misunderstanding. My disciple is definitely not that kind of 
person.” 

“Also, if Miss kills him now, the news that you were seen naked will definitely spread, 
and it will be bad for Miss’s reputation at that time!” 

“My disciple defeated Liu Shitong in the inner sect competition, and let Liu Shitong call 
him brother. He also became well-known in Ziyanmen. Now he was suddenly killed, and 
someone will definitely investigate the reason.” 

Elder Yu could only consider Zhu Ling’s reputation! 

After all, he just took a look and did not do anything! 

“What? He defeated Liu Shitong?” 

Zhu Ling was stunned, her face full of disbelief! 

After all, David is only at the fourth level of the Tribulation Realm, how could he possibly 
defeat Liu Shitong? 
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“Yes, he defeated Liu Shitong in yesterday’s inner sect competition. Now he is an inner 
sect disciple.” 

Elder Yu nodded and said! 

“I don’t believe it. He is just a fourth-grade cultivator in the Tribulation Realm. How could 
he defeat Liu Shitong?” 

“Will Elder Yu deliberately find excuses to excuse his disciples?” 

“He is a big pervert and does not deserve to stay in our Ziyan Sect.” 

Zhu Ling did not believe what Elder Yu said at all! 

“Miss, I don’t have to lie to you, and I believe there must be a misunderstanding here.” 

Elder Yu continued to explain, but Zhu Ling did not believe it at all! 

“If you want me to believe it, let him compete with me. If this guy can defeat Liu Shitong, 
he should be on par with me.” 

Zhu Ling wanted to compete with David! 

Elder Yu knew that Zhu Ling must want to teach David a lesson in the form of a 
competition! After all, 

she was taking a good bath and was seen naked. She must be angry! 

What’s more, Zhu Ling is still a recognized beauty. It is difficult for others to see her at 
ordinary times, but David saw her all over! 

“This……” “ 

The eldest lady is now at the ninth level of the Tribulation Realm and will soon reach the 
peak. It would be a bit too bullying to let her fight with you.” 

Elder Yu didn’t know if David could beat Zhu Ling, but he didn’t want the two to fight! 

No matter who hurts whom, it would be bad for him! 

“If you don’t fight, you must blind him today and expel him from the Purple Flame Sect.” 



Zhu Ling said aggressively! 

Elder Yu looked helpless and could only look at David! 

He could only help up to this point. Who asked David to stay up late at night and come 
to watch others take a bath! 

Things had come to this point, which was beyond Elder Yu’s expectations! 

“You can fight, but I don’t have any bets. I never fight with anyone. Like Liu Shitong, he 
also added a bet.” 

David smiled faintly! 

“You are not only a big pervert, but also a gambler. People like you are not worthy of 
being in our Ziyan Sect.” 

“Today I will clean up the door for Elder Yu. If you can beat me, you can set any 
conditions!” 

“If you lose, deduct your eyes and get out of Ziyan Sect!” 

Zhu Ling’s breath surged, and her eyes were full of anger! 

Without waiting for David to agree or not, Zhu Ling took action. He was afraid that David 
would not agree, and he was afraid that Elder Yu would stop him! 

Zhu Ling stretched out his hand, and a flaming spirit sword appeared in his hand, 
followed by more than a dozen sword beams heading straight for David! 

Seeing this, David sneered, broke off a branch casually, and poured spiritual energy 
into the branch! 

The ordinary branch actually flashed white light at this moment! 

Seeing that David was going to use a branch to deal with himself, Zhu Ling became 
even more angry! 

Swish… Swish… 

Zhu Ling waved again, and more than a dozen sword beams came out! 

Wave after wave of sword beams, like a wave, swept towards David, not giving David 
any chance to breathe. 



David waved the branch in his hand, and every sword beam was accurately shattered 
by David! 

At this moment, David didn’t seem to be fighting at all, but more like exercising with a 
branch! 

Sword beams from different directions could not escape David’s attack! 

David’s body never left the standing position! 

Just this one move stunned Wei Qing and Elder Yu! 

Although Zhu Ling’s sword beam was not meant to kill David, it was impossible to deal 
with it so easily! 

When the last sword beam was shattered, David pointed the branch in his hand 
casually! 

A white light rushed out quickly, and Zhu Ling was shocked. She quickly retreated, but 
the corner of her clothes was still penetrated by the white light! 

Looking at the torn clothes, Zhu Ling’s eyes condensed slightly, and the breath on her 
body continued to burst out! 
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“You are really good at it. It seems that Liu Shitong did not lose unfairly. But it is not that 
easy for you to win me!” 

Zhu Ling snorted coldly, and her breath burst out! 

The flame sword in Zhu Ling’s hand turned into two colors at this moment. The purple 
flame was obviously the top-secret fire of Ziyanmen! 

Zhu Ling’s top-secret fire was much more powerful than Liu Shitong’s, and the purple 
was more vivid and obvious! 

As Zhu Ling’s sword swung, sword beams rushed towards David again. 

But at this moment, the sword beams were burning with flames, and the sword beams 
of different colors, brown and purple, rushed towards David. 



Wei Qing looked at the terrifying sword beams and his face became very ugly! 

If he himself was under this offensive, he would definitely lose. 

Elder Yu also frowned slightly, intending to stop it at any time. It seemed that Zhu Ling 
had a murderous intention and wanted to kill David. 

“Miss, I hope you will show mercy and never hurt his life.” 

Elder Yu reminded Zhu Ling loudly! 

Zhu Ling snorted coldly and said, “Once my unparalleled spirit sword is launched, there 
is no possibility of stopping. This guy is too pretentious. He actually used a branch to 
fight with me. This shows that he looks down on me. Then I will let him see how 
powerful I am!” 

Elder Yu looked helpless. Facing a ninth-grade great monk in the Tribulation Realm, 
David did not deal with it properly and even broke off a branch to use as a weapon! 

Isn’t this treating this fight as a child’s play? 

“Junior brother, you have to be careful. Don’t be careless. You have to take it seriously.” 

“If you don’t have a weapon, you can use my sword temporarily.” 

Wei Qing said, and was about to throw his sword to David! 

But David shook his head and said, “Senior brother, I appreciate your kindness. I feel 
that the branch is more handy!” 

David actually rejected Wei Qing and still used the branch to resist Zhu Ling’s attack! 

“Go to hell…” 
Zhu Ling’s eyes widened with anger, and countless sword beams burning with flames 
were spinning towards David! 

Two sword beams of different colors spun together and turned into snakes with bloody 
mouths! 

Endless flames made the air in the entire courtyard glow! 

Looking at the sword tactics and the ultimate fire that Zhu Ling performed, David’s 
mouth corners actually raised! 

Whether it was sword tactics or ultimate fire, there was still a big gap between Zhu Ling 
and David! 



David’s Nine Shadow Sword Technique was an ancient sword tactic, and David had not 
yet practiced nine clones! 

As for the ultimate fire, Zhu Ling was even worse. David had the origin of the fire 
system, and there were five kinds of ultimate fire! 

Zhu Ling only knew two kinds of ultimate fire! 

David held a branch in his hand, and a trace of extremely cold ice flame hit it, and the 
temperature around the branch instantly became extremely cold! 

Then David used the branch in his hand to knock on the sword beams that turned into 
spirit snakes and rushed over! 

When these spirit snakes touch the branch in David’s hand, they will instantly freeze the 
surrounding flames, and then shatter and disappear without a trace! 

Seeing this scene, Wei Qing, Elder Yu and Zhu Ling were stunned! 

They couldn’t figure out what method David used to block Zhu Ling’s sharp attack with 
just a branch! 

They didn’t understand why the air around David suddenly became so cold! 

David obviously mastered the ultimate fire. Only those who know the fire system can 
enter the Purple Flame Sect! 

Otherwise, David would not have asked the old sect master for a way to fuse the 
ultimate fire! 

But the means used by those who know the ultimate fire can make the surrounding air 
extremely cold, which is beyond their cognition! 

Shouldn’t only the monks who practice ice system techniques be able to emit that 
severe cold air? 

They don’t understand the extreme cold ice flame at all, and they don’t know the 
existence of the extreme cold ice flame! 
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“Senior sister, you should admit defeat. You are not my opponent at all.” 



“If you admit defeat now, the conditions I propose may not embarrass you.” 

“If you keep struggling, then after I win you, I will let you take off your clothes and dance 
in front of me.” 

David looked at Zhu Ling and persuaded her with a smile on his face! 

But this smile was a mockery in Zhu Ling’s eyes! 

Especially the stripping and dancing, she thought David was humiliating her! 

“Don’t be complacent, I haven’t shown my real ability yet.” 

Zhu Ling gritted her teeth and then jumped up! 

Zhu Ling’s body jumped into the air, and then she actually threw the spirit sword in her 
hand. With the flames on the spirit sword soaring into the sky, a roar sounded! A 

giant dragon with flames burning all over its body and a bloody mouth appeared! 

Just now it was a spirit snake, but this time it was a fire dragon! 

Each time it was more clever! 

Seeing this, David’s face finally had a trace of solemnity! 

If David did not hide his identity and directly burst out the power of the dragon to make 
the golden dragon appear, Zhu Ling’s illusory fire dragon would be vulnerable! 

But David cannot be exposed. If he bursts out the power of the dragon, then his identity 
cannot be concealed! 

The only one in the whole world of heaven and man who can burst out the power of the 
dragon and make the golden dragon appear is himself! 

David swung the branch in his hand with all his strength, and a white light went straight 
to the fire dragon! 

However, when the branch collided with the fire dragon, it turned into powder! 

After all, it was just a branch. Although it was injected with spiritual power and a trace of 
extremely cold ice flame by David, it was still a branch! 

Seeing the branch turned into powder, Zhu Ling raised the corner of his mouth! 

He wanted David to regret taking a branch to fight with him! 



The fire dragon roared, and the dragon claws burning with flames slapped directly 
towards David! 

Wei Qing and Elder Yu were all shocked when they saw this scene. Elder Yu began to 
emit a breath, ready to stop it at any time! 

But David was not afraid at all. Although there was no branch, David slapped it directly 
with one palm, and it collided with the dragon claws of the fire dragon! 
David’s palm was also filled with flames, and even in the flames, lightning could be 
clearly seen flashing! 

David used the Thunder Palm, but he didn’t use it completely. He didn’t want to expose 
too much in Zi Yan Men! 

After David’s palm collided with the fire dragon, they all retreated! 

Seeing this scene, Elder Yu, who was originally planning to take action, suppressed his 
breath again! 

He didn’t expect that David didn’t use any weapons, but followed the fire dragon with his 
bare hands! 

And it didn’t seem to be hurt! 

It’s just that David’s palm just now, in the burning flames, there were flashes of lightning, 
and Elder Yu saw it clearly! 

“This boy actually knows the art of lightning, it seems that he really hides a lot of things.” 

Elder Yu was even more interested at this moment! 

Although Elder Yu loved money, he accepted David’s money and brought him to Zi Yan 
Men to meet the old master and learn the art of fire fusion! 

But he was not stupid, and he would not let Zi Yan Men fall into danger! 

What exactly was David’s intention, Elder Yu had been secretly observing! 

If David really has the intention to harm Zi Yan Men, Elder Yu will definitely take action! 

Money can be earned, but there must be a bottom line! 

Elder Yu will not earn money that is not good for Zi Yan Men! 

“Now you know the consequences of despising me, right? I allow you to take out your 
weapon, otherwise the next attack of the fire dragon will take your life.” 



Although Zhu Ling was also surprised by David’s palm, she was very confident that 
David would definitely not be able to block the next attack! 

“To deal with you, it’s redundant to use branches, I can just use my bare hands!” 

David waved at Zhu Ling, and the teasing intention was very obvious! 

“Humph…” 

Seeing this, Zhu Ling snorted coldly, and then her hands burned with flames, and kept 
pinching, and flames poured into the fire dragon in the air! 

In an instant, the flames on the fire dragon became more fierce! 
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The flames on the fire dragon burned fiercely, and it opened its bloody mouth and came 
towards David again. David was bare-handed and quietly looked at the rushing fire 
dragon! 

Until the fire dragon was in front of him, David did not even have the intention to dodge 
or fight back, which made Elder Yu and Wei Qing a little confused! 

“Junior brother, what are you doing?” 

Wei Qing shouted loudly! 

But at this time, the fire dragon had swallowed David in one bite and was directly 
wrapped in flames! 

Just when Wei Qing was nervous and ready to help David, he was stopped by Elder Yu! 

“Don’t worry, this little flame may not hurt him.” 

Elder Yu understood that David did it on purpose! 

Think about Liu Shitong yesterday, who used the Black Magic Lotus, and in the end the 
flame did not hurt David at all! 

And now Zhu Ling’s extreme fire should not hurt David! 



Although Elder Yu didn’t understand what method David used, he was not afraid of this 
extreme fire, but David dared to stand still, so he must be sure! 

Seeing David being swallowed by the fire dragon, Zhu Ling sneered! 

“You don’t know what’s good for you, and you still dare to ask me for a bet.” 

Zhu Ling smiled coldly, looked at Elder Yu and said, “Elder Yu, I have already won. I 
don’t care whether your disciple lives or dies!” 

“Miss, the outcome is still undecided. It’s a bit early for you to say that now.” 

Elder Yu said! 

“Elder Yu, your disciple has been swallowed by my fire. Do you still dare to say that the 
outcome is still undecided?” 

“If you don’t save him, your disciple will be burned to ashes!” 

Zhu Ling didn’t understand why Elder Yu dared to say that the outcome was still 
undecided and didn’t rush to save people at all? 

“Burned to ashes? Can I be burned to ashes so easily?” 

At this time, David’s voice came out from the raging flames! 

Then, the flames around David were seen extinguished quickly, and the fire dragon 
disappeared without a trace in an instant! 

David stood quietly in front of Zhu Ling, without any trace of burning on his body! 
“This… How is this possible?” 

Seeing her fire dragon disappear and David not being hurt at all, Zhu Ling was a little 
confused! 

“Why not? Your fire is too weak, it can’t hurt me at all!” 

“Now I’m going to fight back, you better be careful!” 

After David finished speaking, a ball of flame jumped on his palm! 

Seeing the fire in David’s palm, everyone looked at it in disbelief, because they could 
feel the horror of David’s fire! The 

red fire exuded a terrifying temperature. Even if there was only a small ball, the 
temperature around it would rise instantly! 



Even the air made a sizzling sound because of contact with the fire! 

David just waved his hand casually, and this ball of fire burned around Zhu Ling! 

Zhu Ling screamed, but there was no way to escape! 

“Stop, don’t hurt the young lady…” 

Seeing this, Elder Yu hurriedly said to David! 

“Don’t worry, she can’t be hurt.” 

David smiled, then looked at Zhu Ling and said, “Are you admitting defeat? If not, I will 
let Zhihuo burn your clothes and leave you naked in front of everyone.” Zhu 

Ling was so angry when she heard what David said. 

When Wei Qing heard David’s words, his face was full of excitement, and he whispered, 
“Junior brother, burn, hurry up and burn my clothes…” 

If he could see Zhu Ling without clothes, Wei Qing would probably be willing to die! 

Although Wei Qing’s voice was very low, he was still heard by Elder Yu, so he glared at 
Wei Qing fiercely, and scared Wei Qing so much that he dared not speak anymore! 

“I lost, I admit defeat…” 

Zhu Ling said helplessly! 

She knew that she really couldn’t beat David, and even Zhihuo was not David’s 
opponent! 

Seeing Zhu Ling admit defeat, David pulled off Zhihuo and walked towards Zhu Ling! 
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But just when he got in front of Zhu Ling, a trace of ruthlessness suddenly flashed in 
Zhu Ling’s eyes, and she slapped David! 

This guy actually attacked David! 



David was stunned, and immediately became angry. He stretched out his hand and 
gently grabbed Zhu Ling’s wrist, and then controlled Zhu Ling with his backhand! 

Snap, Snap! 

David directly slapped the bulge on Zhu Ling’s back! 

The slaps were very loud! 

“Ah… let me go, let me go…” 

Zhu Ling was controlled by David and couldn’t break free at all. 

She didn’t expect that David would hit her sensitive parts, and she had no ability to 
resist at all! 

Wei Qing and Elder Yu were dumbfounded. None of them thought that David would 
dare to hit Zhu Ling in that place! 

“Big pervert, let me go, I’m going to kill you…” 

Zhu Ling was ashamed and annoyed, and yelled at David! 

David didn’t care, and just slapped her! 

“I’m going to teach you a lesson. You should be upright. Since you’ve already lost, you 
still dare to attack. If it weren’t for Zi Yan Men, you would have died long ago.” 

David was also angry and didn’t stop at all! 

Wei Qing and Elder Yu were shocked and anxious. 

“Junior brother, stop hitting, stop hitting…” 

Wei Qing looked at David with envy! 

Although he said that, Wei Qing wanted to step forward and give Zhu Ling a slap! 

It was really not authentic to attack by surprise! 

“Stop, stop quickly…” 

Elder Yu also shouted, but David didn’t listen at all! 

In the end, Zhu Ling couldn’t help it anymore, burst into tears, and began to admit her 
mistakes! 



“I was wrong, I admit defeat, stop hitting…” 

Zhu Ling said crying! 
After hearing what Zhu Ling said, David finally let go of her hand. Zhu Ling’s face was 
full of grievance, and she felt a burning pain on her back! 

You have to know that she is the eldest daughter of Zi Yan Sect. Everyone respects 
her, and those disciples tremble all over when they see her! 

Zhu Ling has always been a cold goddess, but now, she was caught and beaten! 

And she was beaten in front of others! 

This psychological gap made Zhu Ling feel very aggrieved! 

However, while feeling aggrieved, Zhu Ling actually had a strange emotion towards 
David! 

A fourth-grade cultivator in the Tribulation Realm could beat her, a ninth-grade cultivator 
in the Tribulation Realm. 

And the fire was so strong, mainly because David didn’t lick her at all, as if he was not 
affected by her beauty at all! 

You know, those inner disciples, who all drooled when they saw her, and knelt down to 
lick her! 

But David didn’t lick, which made Zhu Ling feel that David was different from others! 

So the more this happened, the more Zhu Ling felt differently about David! 

“Miss, are you okay? I will definitely punish Cheng Ping for doing this when I go back.” 

Elder Yu hurriedly walked towards Zhu Ling and said! 

Zhu Ling looked at Elder Yu and said, “Who asked you to punish him? We are fighting, 
and it is inevitable that we will get hurt. Don’t punish him.” 

Elder Yu was dumbfounded. He didn’t understand. Zhu Ling was beaten, but she still 
excused David. What was going on? 

Women are really hard to understand! 

After Zhu Ling finished speaking, she looked at David and said, “I lost. Just tell me what 
you want…” 



“I want a way to fuse the ultimate fire…” 

David said directly! 

Just now, David asked Zhu Ling to strip naked and dance, but it was just to scare him. 
David would not be so boring! 

He came to Zi Yan Men to seek a way to fuse the ultimate fire. If Zhu Ling understood, 
he would not need to see the crazy old master! 

“How to fuse the ultimate fire?” 

Zhu Ling was stunned, then smiled bitterly and said, “Aren’t you making things difficult 
for me? How could I know how to fuse the ultimate fire? You saw it, my two ultimate 
fires were separate from each other just now. If I knew how to fuse the ultimate fires, 
maybe I could defeat you!” 

David knew that Zhu Ling was telling the truth. Zhu Ling’s two ultimate fires were also 
separate just now, but they relied on rapid rotation to make them look like they were 
fused together! 
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“If you don’t understand, forget it!” Seeing that Zhu Ling didn’t understand at all, David 
could only wait for the opportunity to meet the old master! 

“Don’t you have any other requests?” Zhu Ling saw that David seemed very 
disappointed, so she asked! You know, she is a rare beauty, and now David is asking 
for conditions, but he only mentions the fusion of fire, and doesn’t seem to mention 
anything else! Is it because I am not charming enough? 

“No, what else can I ask for!” David shook his head! Seeing this, Zhu Ling’s face looked 
a little ugly. If David peeped into her beauty and made some requirements for her body, 
Zhu Ling would not be angry, but happy, because she is charming! But now David didn’t 
even mention it, which made Zhu Ling begin to doubt whether her charm was not good 
enough! Wei Qing on the side saw that David didn’t mention any other requirements at 
all, 

and he was so anxious that he asked Zhu Ling to take off her clothes to see! “Miss, I 
came to you this time, and I have something else to tell you…” Seeing this, Elder Yu 
hurriedly started to change the subject! “Elder Yu, has something happened again?” 
Zhu Ling asked! Elder Yu nodded: 



“Elder Hu was locked up for contradicting Huo Yuanting. He will be locked up for thirty 
years…” “What? Locked up for thirty years?” Zhu Ling was shocked: “This Huo 
Yuanting is too much. He is just the acting leader, but he is so presumptuous.” “Also, 
Huo Dong is back. Miss, you should be careful!” Elder Yu said! Zhu Ling frowned: 

“This guy actually dared to come back. When I see him, I will definitely kill him…” “Miss, 
you have to be patient, otherwise our Zi Yan Sect will have no hope.” “The most urgent 
thing is that Miss, you have to speed up your cultivation. When you break through the 
Mahayana realm, we can let Elder Cui open the Divine Fire Mountain and get the Divine 
Fire Seal. Then Miss can become the leader of this sect.” 
“Huo Yuanting has always wanted to open the God Fire Mountain. He has talked to 
Elder Cui several times, but Elder Cui has never agreed.” 

“Now that the old master is ill and his mind is not clear, the only way to let Elder Cui 
open the God Fire Mountain is to pass the resolution of all the elders.” 

“But don’t worry, Miss. We will not agree to open the God Fire Mountain before you 
reach the Mahayana realm.” 

Elder Yu followed Zhu Ling and said! 

“Elder Yu, thank you for your hard work, especially Elder Hu. Think of a way to see if 
you can rescue him.” 

“If he is really imprisoned for 30 years, Elder Hu will be useless.” 

Zhu Ling said with a worried look! 

“Hey, let’s try our best, but it should be difficult!” 

Elder Yu sighed, and then asked: “Miss, I wonder if you have seen the old master 
recently? Is his condition better?” 

Zhu Ling shook her head: “Huo Yuanting sent people to guard him very tightly, and I 
can only see my father at a fixed time, but every time I go, my father is in a crazy state.” 

After hearing this, Elder Yu was silent, because they went to see the old master, and it 
was also the case! 

He suspected that Huo Yuanting did it on purpose, deliberately letting them meet when 
the old master was ill! 

“Miss, take care of yourself. As long as Huo Yuanting doesn’t get the Divine Fire Seal, 
we have a way.” 

Elder Yu said! 



Zhu Ling nodded heavily. Now they can only rely on the Divine Fire Seal! 

Elder Yu took David and the others away, but Zhu Ling shouted to David: “Little Junior 
Brother, wait a minute, since I lost, I must show something.” 

David stayed with a confused face, not knowing how Zhu Ling would show it! 

Wei Qing also looked envious, but was pulled away by Elder Yu! 

“Senior sister, how are you going to show it? If you want to sacrifice yourself, forget it. 
I’m not the kind of person who takes advantage of others.” 

David asked Zhu Ling after Elder Yu and Wei Qing left! 
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Zhu Ling rolled her eyes at David: “Don’t be so proud. You saw me naked and beat me. 
I will remember this grudge.” 

“But since I lost, I have to promise you one thing. You want to learn the ultimate fire 
fusion. Although I can’t do it, my father can.” 

“Sister, the old master is crazy now, and he is guarded. I can’t see him casually. Even if 
he can, I can’t see him casually!” David was speechless! “ 

Don’t worry, I have a way to take you to see my father. Although Huo Yuanting sent 
people to guard and set up a formation on the grounds of comforting my father, I can’t 
see him casually, but I have a way to see my father secretly.” 

“No one knows this method, so I can’t tell them in front of Elder Yu just now.” 

“Come to me tonight, I will take you to see my father. With your skills and abilities, you 
must not be just an inner disciple in our Zi Yan Sect.” 

“You can come in, I’m afraid you gave Elder Yu a lot of money, right?” 

Zhu Ling looked at David and smiled faintly! 

She had actually seen through it a long time ago. David’s ability was not like that of an 
ordinary person. How could he be a disciple of Elder Yu and let him come in! 

And Elder Yu was greedy for money, which was also known to everyone! 



More importantly, the art of fusion of the ultimate fire was something that ordinary 
disciples had never even heard of! 

After all, it was already difficult to master one ultimate fire, and these disciples did not 
need to fuse the ultimate fire! 

And those who required the ultimate fire fusion had to master at least two ultimate fires! 

Seeing that Zhu Ling had pointed it out, David could only smile and say, “I came to Zi 
Yan Men just to follow the old master to ask for advice on the method of fusion of the 
ultimate fire. I definitely had no other intentions!” 

“Then can you tell me what ultimate fire you just used? It looks very powerful.” Zhu Ling 
asked! 

“Earth Core Fire…” David said! 

“Earth Core Fire?” 

Zhu Ling was stunned, then shook her head: “I haven’t heard of it!” 

“There are so many kinds of ultimate fire in the world, it’s impossible to have heard of 
them all. I have never heard of or seen the ultimate fire of your Zi Yan Men before.” 

David smiled! 

“Then can you pass some of the Earth’s Core Fire to me so that I can refine it?” 

Zhu Ling asked carefully! 

After all, it is not a small matter to ask someone to refine the Ultimate Fire. After all, 
every strand of the Ultimate Fire refined is very precious! 

What’s more, Zhu Ling and David met by chance and have no relationship. Why should 
they pass it to you! 

“Sister, it’s not that I’m stingy and don’t want to pass it to you and let you refine it, but 
because this Earth’s Core Fire is so fierce and abnormal, you can’t refine it at all.” 

“Maybe the two Ultimate Fires in your body will be swallowed by the Earth’s Core Fire, 
and then the gain will outweigh the loss!” 

“But there is a way to pass the Earth’s Core Fire to you, and it can also reduce its 
fierceness, so that you can refine it easily.” 

David said! 



“What method, tell me quickly!” Zhu Ling asked curiously! “ 

Dual cultivation, Sister Zhu Ling and I will practice dual cultivation, and our two auras 
can merge. When the Earth’s Core Fire senses my aura, there will be no too intense 
resistance.” 

“In that case, it will be easier to refine. There is no other way except this method.” As 

soon as David finished speaking, Zhu Ling rolled her eyes at him! 

“You big pervert, if you want to sleep with me, just say it directly, why are you making up 
so many excuses?” 

“I don’t want the Earth Core Fire anymore, I won’t let you sleep with it!” 

Zhu Ling thought David deliberately made such an excuse just to sleep with her! 

“If you don’t want it, I don’t want to give it to you…” 

David snorted coldly and turned away! 

“Remember, don’t forget to come to me at night…” Zhu Ling reminded David. 

David didn’t say anything, but walked out of Zhu Ling’s yard. 

 


